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Govt. Circulars & Noti cations
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Imports of Non-Plasticized Industrial Grade Nitrocellulose excluding Nitrocellulose Damped in
Ethanol (https://www.thedollarbusiness.com/news/imports-of-nonplasticized-industrial-gradenitrocellulose-excluding-nitrocellulose-damped-in-ethanol/51787)
Seeks to increase tariff rate of basic customs duty (BCD) on tariff items
(https://www.thedollarbusiness.com/news/seeks-to-increase-tariff-rate-of-basic-customs-dutybcd-on-tariff-items/51783)



Completion of Data Entry in DIGIT (https://www.thedollarbusiness.com/news/completion-of-
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Imports of Graphite Electrodes of all diameters from China PR Mid-term review (MTR)
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For a large and diverse economy such as India, in order to accommodate all points ofnewSIGN
IN
view and interests is a challenging if not daunting task, and it is not surprising that the
(HTTPS://WWW.THEDOLLARBUSINESS.COM/LOGIN)
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Council could not reach a consensus on this topic.
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All steps in last six months, taken towards embracing GST, an example ofmini=
“cooperative federalism” at work, appear to stand diluted with the recentlyoldshortened meeting of the all-important Goods and Services Tax Council (GSTC)wine(https://www.thedollarbusiness.com/news/goods-and-services-tax-councilin-aconsisting-of-specified-members-sl146/48127).
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At the meeting of the GSTC earlier this week (which was to last for three days,
Old
and had on the agenda for this session the sensitive issue of rates), the Centre
wine
proposed a four-tier rate structure: with a lower rate of 6%, two standard rates of
in a
12% and 18%, and a higher rate of 26%, besides a 4% rate for precious
new
metals. In addition, it has been proposed to levy a new Cess on a small set of
bottle
products
(luxury
or
demerit
goods)
–
even
the
GST
regime
&sou
(https://www.thedollarbusiness.com/news/gst-council-agrees-on-five-areas-set- 
to-meet-again-this-month/48119) is not able to shed the love for Cess!
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The next meeting of the GSTC in early November 2016 is expected to finalise the 
recommendations on the rates, even while the Central Government (especially the(http
Finance Minister and the Revenue Secretary) continue to remain optimistic aboutu=htt
meeting the 22nd November deadline to finalise the draft legislations and rateoldstructure.
wine-

in-aSome of the key reasons for the proposed rate structure are: a) by appropriately
newclassifying various goods under different bands, avoid an inflationary impact on
bottle
the economy especially for goods in the Consumer Price Index basket, b) to
enable States to generate sufficient revenues, c) to provide for compensation to 
States’ if losses are to occur in the GST regime, d) potential implications of a flat(https
rate structure (thus higher taxes) on the forthcoming elections including generalurl=h
elections in 2019.
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For a large and diverse economy such SIGN
as India, in order to accommodate allnewIN
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points of view and interests is a challenging if not daunting task, and it is notbottle
surprising that the Council could not reach| a consensus on this topic.
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With some of the States’ representatives (HTTPS://WWW.THEDOLLARBUSINESS.COM/LOGIN)
in the GSTC having critiqued the rates(http
proposed (including that the highest rate should be higher), one needs tomini=
appreciate that the proposed structure of rates for goods is now seen as contraryoldto “one nation, one tax” conceptualisation of GST, more likely than not to result inwinehigh compliance costs, that could result in classification of disputes (first imaginein-athe scramble of lobbyists to be in the lower rate bracket, and then the issue ofnewinterpretation of what a particular band includes or not, besides, what may be abottle
luxury item for one may not be for another). No wonder then that the imminentOld
GST is thus being called by the oft-engaged adage “old wine in a new bottle”.
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Perhaps, some compromises are inevitable, including the plurality of rates fornew

goods (and thus a consensus) in order to enable India to first embrace GST and,bottle
reform its indirect taxation landscape. This initially may imply dilution of the full&sou



potential of the reforms that GST is, however, for a tax that has been in the
(http
making for more than a decade it may be a tolerable concern.
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India’s apparel exports decline 17.78% in March
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(https://www.thedollarbusiness.com/news/indias-apparel-exports-decline-1778- in a
These figure clearly shows that apparel exports are heading towards recession,
said Magu.
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Read more (https://www.thedollarbusiness.com/news/indias-apparelexports-decline-1778-in-march/51796)
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(https://www.thedollarbusiness.com/news/exports-of-passenger-vehicle-dropExports of two-wheelers from India were increased by 20.29% in 2017-18.
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oldwineIndia’s economy is recovering; to grow at 7.3% in 2018-19: Fitch
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India’s economic growth rate is estimated at 6.5% in the current fiscal.
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Read more (https://www.thedollarbusiness.com/news/indias-economy-isrecovering-to-grow-at-73-in-201819-fitch/51670)
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Apparel output drops 10.4% in Apr-Jan; Industry expresses concern
(https://www.thedollarbusiness.com/news/apparel-output-drops-104-in-aprjanThe biggest deterrent to the industry’s sentiments has been severe capital
blockage, ..
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Read more (https://www.thedollarbusiness.com/news/apparel-outputdrops-104-in-aprjan-industry-expresses-concern/51668)
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